
KUWAIT: Launched in 2017 in Saint-
Malo (France), Energy Observer is more
than just a boat. The vessel is a vehicle to
deliver positive and inspiring information.
In addition, it demonstrates and shares
solutions for extracting energy harmless-
ly from nature. Energy Observer show-
cases technologies that wil l  support
tomorrow’s energy networks to make
them efficient and applicable on a large
scale. It is this model, based on a mix of
renewable energy sources and energy
storage that the Energy Observer team
will promote on their worldwide tour.

Energy Observer is  the f i rst
autonomous hydrogen vessel that emits
no greenhouse gases or fine particles.
This electrically propelled vessel of the
future operates by using a mix of renew-
able energies and a system that produces
carbon-free hydrogen from seawater.

This journey is both a human and tech-
nological challenge. A six year odyssey to
test on-board technology in extreme con-
ditions. An endeavor to navigate the first
energy autonomous boat around the
globe. In addit ion, the crew led by
Victorien Erussard and Jerome Delafosse,
is also searching for solutions to champi-
on an ecological and energy transition.

Toyota and hydrogen
Hydrogen is at the very heart of the

Energy Observer project and the major
reason for Toyota Motor Europe’s partic-
ipation. On board the boat, it allows the
vessel to gain a considerable weight
advantage (50% of the displacement of
the ship) when compared to an exclusive
battery storage solution.

Used as an energy storage means, it is
key to overcoming the issue of the inter-

mittent supply of energy both on land
and at sea: to exploit surplus energy and
thus extend the autonomy of both mobile
and stationary installations.

Tokyo 2020: A common goal 
After sailing in France in 2017, now in

the Mediterranean and on to Northern
Europe in 2019, Energy Observer aims to
reach Tokyo in t ime for the Olympic
Games in 2020.

Toyota has been pioneering hydrogen
technology for  the last  20 years .
Carrying out considerable testing in
demanding conditions to ensure hydro-
gen can work as a practical fuel alterna-
tive. Hydrogen allows for quick refueling,
a significant driving range and a great
emission-free driving experience that is
helping to power cars, buses, trucks and
even forklifts.
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Markets stumble 
as trade fears 
dog investors
LONDON: A global markets rally faltered yesterday
as the ongoing US-China trade row eroded investor
sentiment, dealers said. Wall Street stocks retreated at
the opening bell, with the Dow slipping less than a
tenth of a percent. In Europe, Frankfurt and Paris
stocks drifted downwards but London’s benchmark
FTSE 100 index carved out a gain of 0.7 percent on
the back of the struggling Brexit-hit pound.

“While the rest of Europe wilted in the face of the
USA’s latest tariffs on Chinese goods, the FTSE bene-
fited from the continuation of sterling’s awful August,”
said Spreadex analyst Connor Campbell.

The pound sank this week on growing concern of a
chaotic no-deal exit for Britain from the European
Union in March 2019. The weak currency however lifts
shares in multinationals that derive the lion’s share of
their earnings in dollars.

Full-blown trade war?  
On the trade war front, the US government

announced Tuesday that the first round of President
Donald Trump’s punitive tariffs on China will hit the
full $50 billion in goods starting August 23. That is on
top of the measures Washington had already imposed
on $34 billion of imports last month. The move had
been widely expected. But with China putting retalia-
tory measures in place, it reinforced fears the two
sides are heading for an all-out trade war that could
hammer the global economy. 

“Fears of a full-blown trade war between the
world’s two biggest economies are set to intensify
after the Trump administration announced another
round of tariffs on Chinese products,” noted FXTM
analyst Lukman Otunuga.

The White House has also lined up another $200
billion in Chinese imports to target in future.

Asia equities stuttered yesterday, with Tokyo down
0.1 percent, Shanghai shedding 1.3 percent, but Hong
Kong ended up 0.4 percent in value. Global stock
prices had risen Tuesday on the back of solid second-
quarter US corporate earnings which temporarily took
investor attention off festering trade wars, dealers
said. Wall Street had provided a strong lead for Asian
markets with the Nasdaq approaching a record high,
while energy firms rallied on higher oil prices.
However, markets ran out of steam despite forecast-
beating Chinese trade figures.

‘Herd behavior’ 
China released figures showing its trade surplus

with the US dipped only slightly in July. Globally its
exports rose a better-than-forecast 12.2 percent and
imports surged 27.3 percent, also beating expecta-
tions. The yuan got some support after a Bloomberg
News report said the Chinese central bank had
emphasized the need for currency stability to the
country’s lenders as it looks to halt a slide in recent
months. It said officials called on them to prevent “herd
behavior” and momentum-chasing moves in the forex
markets, fearing a run on the yuan similar to 2015-16.
This hammered the unit and sent global markets into a
tailspin. Oil rose earlier this week after Washington re-
imposed a first round of sanctions on Tehran after
leaving the nuclear deal, with an embargo on the coun-
try’s crude exports in November. However it recoiled
on the resurgence of trade war fears. — Reuter

Toyota sailing into the future with 
its path-breaking Energy Observer

Energy Observer: A showcase for renewable energy

IMF says India 
economy will 
put on new spurt
MUMBAI: India will remain one of the world’s fastest-
growing major economies in coming years, the
International Monetary Fund said yesterday, in wel-
come news for Prime Minister Narendra Modi before
elections next year. In a wide-ranging report on Asia’s
third-biggest economy, the IMF commended govern-
ment economic reforms but called for action to contain
inflation and increase the number of women in the
workforce.

The Washington-based institution forecast GDP
growth for the  2018-2019 fiscal year at 7.3 percent,
rising to 7.5 percent the following year. The pickup fol-
lows a fall to 6.7 percent growth in 2017-2018.

The IMF said India was facing a “broadly positive
outlook” thanks to “strengthening investment and
robust private consumption” but warned of risks from
higher fuel prices and a weakening rupee.

Growth expanded to 7.7 percent for the quarter

from January to March, the highest for seven quarters,
as the economy started to recover from a rocky start to
Modi’s economic initiatives.

Despite teething problems, the IMF commended
Modi’s government for introducing a nationwide goods
and services tax (GST) in 2017, which replaced a myri-
ad of state and national taxes.

But it added that GST, which sets different value-
added taxes for different types of goods, could be
improved.  “GST has a complex structure with a rela-
tively high number of rates (and exemptions), which
could be simplified,” it said.

India’s quarterly growth fell as low as 5.7 percent in
mid-2017 as the economy readied for GST and reeled
from a shock cash ban in late 2016.

The decision to scrap 86 percent of currency notes,
known as “demonetization”, in November 2016 dealt a
major blow to the economy.  The IMF noted that the
move had caused “an acute monetary shock” but said
the economy has since recovered.

Rising inflation 
It praised the government for taking measures to

tackle crippling debts at India’s public-sector banks
and for relaxing rules on foreign direct investment, but
said more reforms were still needed.

“India would benefit from further liberalization of

trade and foreign investment,” the IMF said.
It also said India could boost growth further by

bringing more women into formal employment. Women
are massively underrepresented in workplaces across
patriarchal India. The IMF said its directors stressed
“the importance of modernizing labor laws and regula-
tions and other measures to help increase formal
employment, particularly the employment of women”. 

Inflation is on the rise due to high oil prices and a
falling rupee. The country, which is expected to hold a
general election in spring 2019, imports nearly 80 per-
cent of its oil and fluctuations in crude oil prices can
seriously affect the  economy.

The IMF said it projects inflation to rise to 5.2 per-
cent this financial year, well above the target of 4 per-
cent set by India’s central bank and a 17-year-long low
of 3.6 during the last fiscal year. The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) has raised interest rates twice this summer
and the IMF said it “will need to gradually tighten poli-
cy further, in response to inflation pressures”.

The IMF predicted that India’s current account
deficit would widen to 2.6 percent. It also warned of
instability caused by a trade war between the United
States and China. IMF directors “underscored that
risks to near-term growth persist, mainly arising from
volatile oil prices and tightening global financial condi-
tions,” the report said. — AFP 

Sterling plunges 
to 2018 lows as 
Brexit unease builds
LONDON: The pound was engulfed in a heavy
selloff yesterday, skidding to its lowest levels against
the dollar and euro in almost a year as markets
ramped up bets on Britain leaving the EU without
an agreement with Brussels.

London-based traders reported a significant
increase in investor hedging against a possible
freefall in sterling in the event of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit,
which could damage the economy by raising trade
barriers with the UK’s biggest export market. The
exodus began after UK trade minister Liam Fox said
on Sunday there was up to a 60 percent chance the
country could leave the European Union next
March without any new trade deals in place. The
currency move has snowballed since.

There was no obvious trigger for yesterday’s big
moves lower, but rather a building sense of investor
anxiety as the clock ticks down towards a series of
EU-Britain meetings starting in September with no
agreement in sight.

“What we are seeing is broad sterling weakness,
a very aggressive weakening trend,” said Peter
Kinsella, strategist at Commonwealth Bank of
Australia. Sterling tumbled against the euro, dollar
yen and Swiss franc. The slide against the euro, the
biggest one-day fall since end-May, left the pound
below 90 pence for the first time in nine months.

Three-month sterling implied volatility, a gauge
of expected swings in a currency, surged to its
highest since March . The vol, as the measure is
known, was headed for its biggest one-day jump
since November.

Part of the hedging trade was being driven by
companies. “A lot of companies can’t wait for the
(Brexit) negotiations outcome in October, so of
course are trying to hedge against a drop in the
pound,” said Christophe Barraud, an economist at
Paris-based brokerage Market Securities.

Sterling slumped 0.6 percent versus the euro to
90.175 pence. The pound fell to as low as $1.2859
against the dollar.

No rates rescue
Analysts said the pound was also being hit by a

growing realization that, after last week’s Bank of
England’s policy meeting, UK interest rate increases
were likely to be as limited as one a year and con-
tingent on a smooth Brexit. The BoE raised rates
from crisis-era lows last week, but few investors
saw the increase as a vote of confidence in the
economy with so much political uncertainty ahead.

“Some are thinking in the market that the BoE
raised in order to given them ammunition to cut
rates in the face of a ‘no deal’,” said Neil Jones, head
of hedge fund FX sales at Mizuho Bank. “The next
move could be a cut rather than another hike.”

Options markets supported the idea that there
would be little relief in the coming months for
sterling. — Reuters


